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TThis project is an innovation in the Arab horse world. Through 
our efforts and cooperation, a real breeding program of 
significance will be created for the breeder.
This program provides complete support for the breeder’s every 
need need – A to Z – which begins with providing top-quality 
mares, advice in choosing the breeding program, advertising 
and media support to learn about breeding, and products and 
to grow on a global scale.

Until now, those who have approached the breeding of Arabian 
horses, and in particular of Arabian show horses, have done it 
independently without the experience or knowledge necessary 
to create a valid program. Often, within a few years they have 
incurred disappointment because the initial expectations did 
not come true, causing the loss of time, of huge sums of money, 
and the production and placing on the market of poor quality 
horses. Now and then, there is also the situation that a small 
farm has produced some valid horses, but the breeders have 
no way of making them known to the world or of adequately 
managing their breeding due to inexperience.

This project stems from the innovative idea of two dear friends, 
Elvis Giughera and Manuela Bollea, who after several years 
came together for an endeavor dedicated to thoroughbred 
Arabian horses. United by the great passion for this wonderful 
animal and with many years of experience in breeding and in 
the international world of thoroughbred Arab competition, 
they have decided to combine their energies, their skills, and 
their experience in a new project. The purpose of this project 
is to create for a new breeder and /or enthusiast a first-class 
breeding 
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This project stems from the innovative idea of two dear friends, 
Elvis Giughera and Manuela Bollea, who after several years 
came together for an endeavor dedicated to thoroughbred 
Arabian horses. United by the great passion for this wonderful 
animal and with many years of experience in breeding and in 
the international world of thoroughbred Arab competition, 
they have decided to combine their energies, their skills, and 
their experience in a new project. The purpose of this project 
is to create for a new breeder and /or enthusiast a first-class 
breeding program; raising, caring and managing all aspects of 
the horses; to grow and continually develop the quality of the 
horses produced by the program, to achieve the highest quality 
individuals that are able to compete at the most important 
national and international shows; and to respond to all the 
features and demands of the global market.

This will be an exclusive program dedicated to a single breeder/ 
enthusiast. This exclusive program will be created uniquely 
to fulfill the goals established for the singular benefit of the 

breeder/ enthusiast. It will be planned with great attention 
to detail, with the health and well being of the horses as the 
top priority, as well as the ultimate success of the breeder/ 
enthusiast. Each detail of the program will be executed, step-
by-step, with the complete support of the Program Manager, 
Manuela Bollea. Manuela will manage all details of the program 
to ensure the success of the program including the choice of 
the couplings for the very high quality and hand-selected mares 
that will be provided to the new breeder, as well as the complete 
physical care, breeding, mare care, foaling, and preparation of 
the horses for the shows etc. All details of the program will be 
provided to the breeder/ enthusiast.

Among the details of the program, which is a complete package, 
include the following points:

1. The Manager will be present with the team constantly to lead 
and to guide them in all aspects of care and maintenance of the 
herd and will give their maximum availability and availability 
at any time.
2. A breeding program will be determined and established 
with the breeder; the breeder’s targeted goals and a time line of 
implementation will be defined; guidance in the selection of the 
best bloodlines and suggestions for the most suitable couplings 
will be made with the goal to create high quality individuals 
suitable for competing at the top international shows, for 
enhancing and advancing the breeding program, as well as for 
commerce.
3. Top quality mares will be supplied to provide the foundation 
of the program and to expand the breeding. These mares will be 
delivered to the breeder already pregnant with foal. A detailed 
care program individually designed for each of the mares will 
be provided, which will include details of feeding, exercise, 
special needs and preferences of the mare, as well as additional 
advice and suggestions from the manager, which are the benefit 
of many years of high level breeding experience.
4. The future couplings of the mares will be determined 
based on the physical (phenotype) and genetic (genotype) 
characteristics of the mares.
5. An individualized guide of useful and practical advice, as 

well as suggestions for their unique care and management will 
be provided for each mare.
6. A detailed program will be created for each foal with regards 
to its individualized needs of care, feeding, training, and its 
future competitive career.
7. A custom logo and brand identity will be designed and an 
exclusive branding strategy will be created specifically for the 
promotion and advertising of the new farm.
8. Advertising and media, 360 ° support will be provided 
from the point of view of promotion, communication, and 
marketing through the most influential and globally respected 
news and information source in the Arabian horse world, 
which is Arabian Essence Media and TV. The world’s largest 
breeders, such as Ajman Stud and Al Shaqab Stud, promote 
their horses through Arabian Essence because of the company’s 
global presence, high level of professionalism, innovative 
creativity, and high level of integrity. Arabian Essence TV is 
always present at major world shows with accurate and detailed 
reports. The mares of this program, along with their offspring, 
will be followed and advertised utilizing all of Arabian Essence’s 
highly effective resources.
9. We also offer the breeder the possibility of having a base in 
Europe to allow horses to participate in major international 
shows such as the Mediterranean Championships in Menton, 
France; the All Nations Cup in Aachen, Germany; The 
European Championships, the World Championship in Paris, 
France, and many others.
10. If the breeder chooses to purchase or lease a suitable facility 
in Europe, all the assistance necessary for the selection, creation, 
and management of the additional team will be provided.
11. If desired, our highly specialized team of architects and 
staff are available to provide suggestions and guidance for 
improvements to any facility or structure.
12. The most suitable handlers will be suggested to bring out 
the horse’s potential and highlight its best features during 
competitions or presentations.
13. In the event that the breeder decides to sell a horse, the 
necessary support will be provided to proceed with the sale 
by contacting the probable buyers, giving support in the 
negotiation until the conclusion of the sale agreement.

14. Support will be given to all the problems relating to the 
management of the farm, the facility, and the horses. Every 
detail will be addressed with great care. This will ensure that 
the breeder is prepared before and during the growth process, 
so that they do not experience any unpleasant surprises or 
disappointments.

We are certain that the new Arabian horse breeder/enthusiast 
will appreciate this new and unique program, which will 
provide a safety net of security and help them to avoid the costly 
errors that occur, which are the consequence of inexperience in 
a new and exciting endeavor. In addition, and ultimately, the 
whole Arabian horse will benefit from this innovative new plan 
because there will be more and more quality purebred horses 
in the show rings and available through the market to fellow 
breeders who wish to enhance their own breeding program.

As great lovers and enthusiasts of the Arabian horse, we wish 
that its culture grows and also that its unique beauty and its great 
qualities are transmitted and maintained in future generations 
and that the bloodlines are purely preserved as the ancient 
Bedouin tribes knowingly practiced for millennia and in more 
recent times, the most dedicated breeders have followed.

These are the motivations that inspired us and pushed us to 
create and firmly believe in this project. However, the most 
important and main motivation always remains our great love 
for this wonderful animal and life partner.
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Laheeba
Le Soleil

Alfabia Sheib

Wh Justice
Magnum Psyche

Padron Psyche

El Sher-Mann

Aswan

Glowing Embers

Ansata Halim Shah

Imperial Mahzeer

ZT Faa’iq

Mascat

Al Adeed Al Shaqab

Prichal

Phaaros

Laheeb Al Nasser

Halimashah Le Soleil

Prishta SF

Vona Sher-Renea

A Fancy Miracle

Renea

Palmira

Nasidaff

Sundar Alisayyah

Saida

Bint Atallah

Safra Bint Siwah

Bint Saida Al Nasser

Mashta Hellu

Star Of The Hills

Alfabia Gaucita

Laheeba
Le Soleil
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LAHEEBA LE SOLEIL
Alfabia Sheib x Halimashah Le Soleil

2012 Purebred Grey Mare

TOP QUALITIES LAHEEBA LE SOLEIL PASSES ON TO HER FOALS:
Type, short and dishy head, huge eyes, wonderful nostrils, arched neck, fancy tail carriage, 

bold movement, and enchanting charisma.

ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER IN SELECTING A STALLION:
Length of the back, hip, and croup, length of the neck

SUGGESTED STALLIONS:
RFI Farid, ZT Magnofantasy, Raoud Albidayer, Marajj, SMA Magic One
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Laheeba Le Soleil

Filly

Colt

Progeny



Izmyr
Le Soleil
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Izmyr
Le Soleil

WH Justice

Magnum Psyche
Padron Psyche

Padron

Sasaki

El Shaklan

Jassen

Anaza El Farid

Ruminaja Ali

Aswan

Crusader (SE)

ZT Faa’iq

El Sher-Mann

Mascat

Phaaros

Alfabia Gaucita

Vona Sher-Renea

A Fancy Miracle

Kilika

Medina Azahara

Gazira

Shamillazzan

ZT Jamdusah

AK Atallah

Malutka

Siwah

Bint Atallah

Safra Bint Siwah

Renea

Star Of The Hills
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IZMYR LE SOLEIL
WH Justice x Alfabia Gaucita
2009 Purebred Chestnut Mare

TOP QUALITIES IZMYR LE SOLEIL PASSES ON TO HER FOALS:
Long and arched neck, fancy tail carriage, wonderful movement, special charisma, very well 

balanced body, height, very nice head with big, black eyes.

 ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER IN SELECTING A STALLION:
Pretty head and producer of foals with broad foreheads, also a good short back

SUGGESTED STALLIONS:
ZT Magnofantasy, Magic Magnifique, Lawrence El Gazal, Stival
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Izmyr Le Soleil

PALMIRA LE SOLEIL, Filly

Colt

Progeny



Nizwa
Le Soleil
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Nizwa
Le Soleil

ZT Magnofantasy

ZT Magnanimus
AB Magnum

Magnum Psyche

El Shaklan

El Shaklan

Shaikh Al Badi

Ansata Halim Shah

Imperial Mahzeer

ZT Faa’iq

Mascat

Al Adeed Al Shaqab

ZT Shakfantasy

Phaaros

Laheeb Al Nasser

Halimashah Le Soleil

ZT Fantmaisa

ZT Shakmontelite

Echos Love Song

ZT Montelite

RH Light Fantasy

Ak Jaleel Amaan

Sundar Alisayyah

Saida

Bint Atallah

Safra Bint Siwah

Bint Saida Al Nasser

AK El Maisa

Star Of The Hills

Alfabia Gaucita
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NIZWA LE SOLEIL
ZT Magnofantasy x Halimashah Le Soleil

2016 Purebred Grey Mare

TOP QUALITIES THAT NIZWA LE SOLEIL PASSES ON TO HER FOALS:
Very dishy head, beautiful tail carriage, strong movement, special charisma, height, very well 

balanced body

 ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER IN SELECTING A STALLION:
Long neck, also she can produce very nice arched neck

 
SUGGESTED STALLIONS:

EKS Alihandro, Fadi Al Shaqab, Hariry Al Shaqab, RFI Farid, Marwan Al Shaqab, Massai Ibn 
Marenga, Lawrence El Gazal, HL El Ganador, Cavalli, Sultan GK, MF Aryan El Thessa, Abha Omani
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Nizwa Le Soleil

Filly

Progeny



Nazeera
Le Soleil
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Nazeera
Le Soleil

Phaaros

ZT Faa’iq
Anaza El Farid

Ruminaja Ali

Jamil

Shaikh Al Badi

Ansata Ibn Halima

Maysoun

Moroc

Madheen El Shah

Moroc

Authentic Dahman

Ruminaja Ali

Halimadh Mays Shah 

Grea Dahman

VP Athalheid

Bint Atallah

ZT Jamdusah

Bint Deenaa

Ies Sondusah

Bint Magidaa

Alnahr Mon Ami

Classic Dahra

Royal Jun Jamal

Halima Amira

AK Khattaara

Grea Sharaffa

AK Atallah

Grea Nazzera

VP Wanisa
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NAZEERA LE SOLEIL
Phaaros x VP Athalheid

2016 grey mare
STRAIGHT EGYPTIAN

TOP QUALITIES THAT NAZEERA LE SOLEIL PASSES ON TO HER FOALS:
Very nice head, fancy tail carriage, strong movement and charisma, very well balanced body

 ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER IN SELECTING A STALLION:
Height, small well shaped muzzle

SUGGESTED STALLIONS:
Fahad Al Rayyan, Naseem Al Rashediah, Jamil Al Rayyan, Ezz Al Danat, Farhoud Al Shaqab, 

SM Bariq, Laheeb Al Nasser, Fady AlBaydaa, Safeer By Sibilla
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Nazeera Le Soleil

RUMIDUSAH LE SOLEIL, Filly

Progeny



Regio
Le Soleil
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REGIO
Le Soleil

RFI Farid

RFI Maktub
Altam Yshmayl

RSD Dark Victory

Ninjah El Jamaal

Ali Jamaal

NV Sure Fire

Magnum Psyche

Prichal

Al Adeed Al Shaqab

Phaaros

WH Justice

Shiraz El Jamaal

Laheeb Al Nasser

Alfabia Sheib

Laheeba Le Soleil

RFI Fayara El Shiraz

RFI Cyntillation

Yamina

C Cynadra

Satyna

Key Of Glory JP

Vona Sher-Renea

Mashta Hellu

Bint Saida Al Nasser

Star Of The Hills

Prishta SF

Fire Glory

Alfabia Gaucita

Halimashah Le Soleil
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REGIO LE SOLEIL
RFI Farid x Laheeba Le Soleil

2019 Purebred Grey Colt

This is a very high quality colt with exceptional potential in the show ring and as a 
future sire. He will be included in this project only with a contract stipulation that 

allows us to retain breeding rights so we can use him to breed our mares.
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D
DEDICATED FACILITY AND STRUCTURE AVAILABILITY:
- Stable with 8 / 10 boxes
- Paddocks for mares
- Paddocks for foals
- Presentation ring
- Building for storage
- 1 Small apartment for employee 
- 1 Larger apartment for manager or for guests
- Courtyard
- Car park area 

SPACES AVAILABLE FOR USE FROM LE SOLEIL FARM:
- Semen collection station
- Frozen semen center
- Breeding center for equine embryo transfer
- Riding arena
- Taming horse service 
- Walking machine 
- Round pen
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Presentation of the Project

Horses Presentation:

Laheeba Le Soleil
- Progeny

Izmyr Le Soleil
- Progeny (Palmira Le Soleil)

Nizwa Le Soleil
- Progeny

Nazeera Le Soleil
- Progeny (Rumidusah Le Soleil)

Regio Le Soleil

Facility and structures

01
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10
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16
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22
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28
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34
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LE SOLEIL STUD - Elvis Giughera
Via Borgata San Rocco 26 - CERCENASCO (TO)  - ITALY
+39.3393680656 - www.le-soleil.org  - E-mail: info@le-soleil.org 


